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Abstract: Physically-based mouth models operate on the principle that a better mouth animation
will be produced by simulating physically accurate behaviour of the mouth. In the development of
these models, it is useful to have an evaluation approach which can be used to judge the effectiveness
of a model and draw comparisons against other models and real-life mouth behaviour. This article
presents a set of metrics which can be used to describe the motion of the lips, as well as a process for
measuring these from video of real or simulated mouths, implemented using Python and OpenCV.
As an example, the process is used to evaluate a physically-based mouth model focusing on recreating
the stickiness effect of saliva between the lips. The metrics highlight the changes in behaviour due to
the addition of stickiness between the lips in the synthetic mouth model and show quantitatively
improved behaviour in relation to real mouth movements. The article concludes that the presented
metrics provide a useful approach for evaluation of mouth animation models that incorporate sticky
lip effects.
Keywords: evaluation; facial animation; physically-based; sticky lips

1. Introduction
The mouth is one of the key areas in producing a convincing animation of a face, such as in
visual speech applications. Humans are acutely aware of its movement. The fine details of this are
therefore important to capture. One contributing factor to these movements is the stickiness of the
lips, which can vary with time and position on the lips. For example, a slow separation of the lips may
produce multiple mouth openings as the lips separate, or produce asymmetric behaviour, and a plosive
speech action may cause the mouth to appear to stick before bursting open. These effects are difficult
to recreate with traditional facial animation approaches. A physically-based approach is required.
Physically-based facial animation approaches seek to model the underlying physical behaviour of the
materials involved to reproduce realistic behaviour.
In our previous work [1], we used a finite-element based approach to mimic the behaviour of
the mouth. This work incorporates a model of saliva. The saliva between the lips acts as a glue as
it dries out, bonding the two lips through adhesive forces sticking the saliva to the lips and internal
cohesive forces sticking the saliva to itself. This physically-based recreation supports varying degrees
of stickiness, dynamic effects as the cohesive layer breaks under tension, time varying behaviour
and asymmetric effects. Such sticky effects are absent or must be heuristically added to blend shape
approaches, which makes it difficult to accurately model the potentially infinite range of behaviours
that sticky saliva can create on the lips.
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These often subtle effects of saliva on the lips are difficult to evaluate using typical objective
methods. Current model fitting approaches do not deal with multiple mouth openings, caused as parts
of the lips stick together. Whilst subjective evaluation methods may be able to judge plausibility, it is
nonetheless useful to have an objective measure of correctness. As such, we propose an evaluation
process consisting of a set of metrics and an algorithm for extracting them from video using image
processing, which provides information on the shape and number of mouth openings and the way
they change over time. The process is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the inclusion of the sticky lip
effect in a finite element model. The results show that the profiles of the graphs generated from these
data compare well with real mouth sticky behaviour and also give insight into the way the mouth
behaves. They suggest that the inclusion of the sticky lip effect is important for producing realistic
mouth opening behaviour.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of literature for
production and evaluation of mouth animations. Section 3 describes the creation of the model used
to generate the mouth animations which are evaluated in this paper. Section 4 details the evaluation
process. Section 5 presents and discusses the results. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusions.
2. Related Work
Much computer facial animation work has been concerned with animation of the face as a
whole. Early work used simple transformations and interpolation between expressions [2]. Subsequent
approaches used volume modelling [3,4] with some producing muscle simulations [5–9]. More recently,
hybrid models have combined physically-based approaches with other techniques [10–12]. The current
industry standard techniques are motion capture, markerless [13] or marker-based [14], and blendshape
animation, based on extreme poses called blend targets, where each blend target typically encodes one
action, such as raising an eyebrow, and multiple blend targets can be linearly combined.
Hybrid approaches build on the blend shapes idea. Blend forces [10] encode forces to drive a
physically-based model, rather than encoding blendshape displacements directly. This allows more
advanced physical interactions including better lip response due to collision. Cong et al. [11] combined
a physically-based simulation with blendshapes to allow artist direction. Artists can influence the
movement of particular muscles with blendshapes, whilst the remainder of the animation is completed
using the physical model. Kozlov et al. [12] also used a hybrid approach, overlaying a physical
simulation on blendshape based animations, in which secondary motions caused by dynamics can
be reintroduced. Ichim et al. [15] used a physics-based model with a novel muscle activation model
and detect contact between the lips using axis-aligned bounding box hierarchies. This improves lip
behaviour, but still does not deal with stickiness during separation of the lips.
The “sticky lip problem” is a term describing the way the lips stick together due to moisture as
they are drawn apart. Modelling this behaviour could improve visual realism when creating characters
who are chewing, or for accurate plosive effects in visual speech, or could be used in cases where
hyper-realism is required. In academia, the sticking of the lips is described as “difficult to attain
with existing real-time facial animation techniques” [16]. Olszewski et al. approached this problem
using a motion capture system which produces convincing results, but is not easy to edit for an artist.
The system uses a trained convolutional neural network to learn parameters controlling a digital
avatar. The Digital Emily project [17] states that the problem has been modelled in various facial
rigs, including the character Gollum in The Lord of the Rings, further demonstrating the desire for a
good solution.
There has been limited academic work on sticky lips. They were briefly demonstrated as an
example of more general work on adhesion by Gascón et al. [18], but they did no consider accurately
modelling the lips or the way they stick. Barrielle and Stoiber used spring based constraints to model
sticky lips [19]. In contrast to Barrielle and Stoiber’s work, our finite element method approach
produces more physically realistic sticky lip behaviours, such as the continuous “zippering” as the
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mouth opens. Our stickiness model improves on his probability based model, providing a deterministic
behaviour grounded in physics.
Whichever mouth animation approach is chosen, evaluation must be done. The most common
quantitative evaluation approach is to use a ground truth distance measured against marker-based
motion capture or markers located in video. This approach is used in various papers using a variety of
modelling techniques (e.g., [10,20]). Although this does provide an objective measure of how close
the animation is to the original movements of the face, subtle effects which may be important to the
plausibility of an animation may have little impact on the ground truth distance average.
Other analysis methods make use of active appearance or active shape models
(AAM/ASM) [21–24]. These methods aim to statistically fit a shape or model to a new image based on
trained data. This approach is used in the software Faceware Analyzer [25]. As these approaches rely
on fitting a predefined shape (typically the inner and outer lip contours), they are not well suited to
tracking the dynamic behaviours which appear as a result of the sticky lips, since this may involve
multiple mouth openings as the lips stick together in different places.
The alternative to quantitative analysis is human perception studies, where participants make
judgments about the quality of the results (e.g., [26,27]). These are commonly used, backed up by the
reasoning that humans are the best judge of any animation results. Although such tests can be effective
for evaluating plausibility, in establishing whether or not behaviour is physically correct, it is useful to
have an objective measure. We present such an approach in this paper.
3. A Physically-Based Mouth Model
Our previous work implemented a physically-based mouth model using the TLED approach [1].
This section gives a summary of that work, since the results are used in the subsequent evaluation
process, and it is important to understand what processes the model includes.
The face model was created using a combination of FaceGen [28] and Blender [29]. An initial
model, based on photographs of the first author, was created in FaceGen. This model was exported
to Blender, where the teeth, tongue, and large portions of the face were removed to leave the lower,
front half of the face. This process does not produce a perfect recreation of the user’s face, for example
there are some discrepancies between the lip shapes of the real person and the model. However,
this does not impact on the work in this paper as we are interested in the overall behaviour of
the mouth, particularly the timing of dynamic events such as lips parting, rather than accurately
recreating a single person’s mouth. Different material regions—skin and a thin saliva layer between the
lips—were then defined using Blender’s material feature, as shown in Figure 1. A bespoke program
was then used to extrude the quads of the surface mesh into hexahedra, as under-integrated linear
hexahedral elements are used in the finite element simulation. The final model consists of 3414
hexahedral elements.
As the focus of the work is on recreation of the stickiness of the lips, a simple muscle model is
used for producing mouth motion. Linear virtual vector muscles are used to control the mesh around
the mouth. Only the muscles providing the biggest effect on the movement of the mouth are modelled.
Muscles are defined by an origin point, an insertion point, and a radius. Collectively, these variables
define a cylinder. The forces generated by the muscle are applied to all points within the cylinder and
act in a uniform direction along the length of the muscle.
The model is animated using the total Lagrangian explicit dynamics finite element method (TLED
FEM) in an enhanced version of the NiftySim software package. The finite element method works
by dividing a continuous domain into a connected set of small, discrete, simple elements, which the
constitutive material equations can be combined with physical laws and solved relatively simply.
A custom visualisation tool was used to display the simulated data. In addition, custom moisture
and stickiness control was implemented. Work related to saliva is novel and is implemented as an
extension to NiftySim.
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Figure 1. Material definitions in the modelling package Blender. Blue and red represent normal soft
tissue and green represents the saliva layer.

For the animations including sticky saliva, the saliva is represented by a thin layer of finite
elements between the lips. These elements are capable of stretching and breaking once they reach a
certain stretch, based on the moisture level on the lips. Figures 2–4 demonstrate some of the effects the
model is capable of producing. Figure 2 shows the mouth opening over time, and how the zippering
occurs from the centre. Figure 3 demonstrates the formation of multiple mouth openings due to a
central sticky area on the lips. Figure 4 shows that the model can easily be texture mapped, although
for clarity and more effective analysis, the majority of the images throughout the paper are untextured.
FEM (No Stickiness)

Real Mouth

FEM (With Stickiness)

Figure 2. A comparison of an animation produced of a single mouth opening by: a finite element
model without stickiness (left column); a real mouth (middle column); and a finite element model
with stickiness for a single mouth opening (right column). The mouth “unzips” from the centre,
with the side areas slowly becoming unstuck. The stickiness provides a much more realistic movement
of the lips throughout the animation. Time progresses vertically down the page with a 0.12 s interval
between each row.
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FEM (Uniform Stickiness)

Real Mouth

FEM (Variable Stickiness)

Figure 3. A comparison of an animation produced by: a finite element model without stickiness
(left column); a real mouth (middle column); and a finite element model with stickiness, where a
point near the centre of the mouth is stuck, producing multiple mouth openings (right column).
The stickiness provides a much more realistic movement of the lips throughout the animation.
Time progresses vertically down the page with a 0.12 s interval between each row.

Figure 4. (Left) Real mouth; and (Right) texture mapped mouth with physically-based sticky lips.

The simulation component of the animation was conducted using the software NiftySim [30],
which is designed for soft tissue simulation. NiftySim uses the total Lagrangian explicit dynamics
(TLED) formulation of the finite element method. This formulation presents various advantages
for this work. A total formulation always computes timesteps relative to the initial state, allowing
significant precomputation. In addition, this formulation is highly parallel as element forces can be
computed in parallel—without this, the approach would be prohibitively computationally expensive
on standard hardware. Many other formulations of the finite element method can not be solved in
parallel in this way. The use of a dynamic formulation is essential as we are looking at producing an
animation; static or quasi-static formulations aim to simulate the correct equilibrium behaviour, but do
not accurately model the intermediate steps which are necessary for creating an animation rather than
just a final pose.
A full analysis of the method and techniques used is available in [30]. The fundamentals are
briefly presented here. In the total formulation, deformations are computed with respect to the initial
configuration. We are also interested in large deformations. This makes the Green–Lagrange strain
tensor and its work-conjugate, the second Piola–Kirchoff stress tensor, appropriate choices. From the
principle of virtual work, the problem can be stated as:
Z
0V

SδEdV =

Z
0V

δu f ( B) d0 V +

Z
0S

δu f (S) d0 S

(1)

where S is the second Piola–Kirchoff stress tensor, E is the Green–Lagrange strain tensor, f ( B) is the
external body force vector, f (S) is the external surface force vector and V and S are the respective
volume and surface on which the forces are acting. For ease of notation, the following indications
have been omitted from the above equation: all instances of the stress and strain tensors are at time t
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with respect to the initial configuration; the body and surface force vectors are those at time t; and δu,
the virtual displacements, are also considered at time t.
This continuous domain is approximated by a series of discrete elements. Variation of physical
properties over the elements is represented through shape functions. A strain–displacement matrix is
used to relate strains across an element with displacements of the nodes. Through application of the
prior formulae to each degree of freedom, the principle of virtual work leads to the equation of motion:
M tü + C tu̇ + k( tu) tu = tr

(2)

where, for an element t, u is the vector of displacements, M is the lumped (diagonal) mass matrix, C is
the damping matrix, k (t u) is the element stiffness matrix, and t r is the external force vector. This is
solved to obtain the forces for each element using the second Piola–Kirchoff tensor:
f (e) = 8det( J )δhSF T

(3)

where f (e) is the internal force for an element e, J is the element Jacobian matrix, δh are the shape
function derivatives, S is the second Piola–Kirchoff stress tensor, and F is the deformation gradient.
Boundary conditions are imposed, and the simulation is advanced using the central difference
integrator for time. A neo-Hookean material model is used. The moisture model includes evaporation
and variable stickiness based on the moisture level. Full details can be found in the previous paper [1].
The parameter values used are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. The parameters used to generate the results shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Property

Value

Time Step
Hourglass Coefficient
Damping Coefficient
Soft Tissue Material Model
Soft Tissue Shear Modulus
Soft Tissue Bulk Modulus
Soft Tissue Density
Saliva Material Model
Saliva Shear Modulus
Saliva Bulk Modulus
Saliva Density
Initial Moisture Level
Critical Moisture Level
Evaporation Rate
Single Opening/Uniform Glue Strength
Double Opening Central Glue Strength

0.00001 s
0.075
80
Neo-Hookean
800
7000
1050 kg/m−3
Neo-Hookean Breaking
7700
191,000
1050 kg/m−3
100
100
0
0.08
0.18

4. The Evaluation Process
Tracking sticky lips is complicated by a range of issues in an opening mouth. Features such as
those seen in Figures 2 and 3, gradual opening and multiple mouth openings, are difficult to track.
Variable stickiness may mean different numbers of mouth openings opening at different rates or
showing different behaviour. Quantitative solutions typically used for mouth tracking are ground
truth difference in which subtle effects might be missed, or fitting a model consisting of inner and outer
lip boundaries to the video, as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 for the commercial software Faceware
Analyzer. It works well for single mouth openings, such as the three mouths forming the letter “m”
in Figure 5 and the left and right images in Figure 6, but does not support multiple mouth openings,
such as in the middle image in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Three different mouths forming the letter m, tracked in Faceware Analyzer.

Figure 6. (Left) Faceware Analyzer correctly detects the outer lip contour and the inner lip contour for
a single mouth opening; (Middle) Faceware Analyzer correctly detects the outer lip contour, but can
only detect one of the two mouth openings present; and (Right) once the mouth openings merge,
Faceware Analyzer correctly detects the outer and inner lip contours.

Given the problems of detecting multiple mouth openings, as might be produced in a sticky lips
model, a new evaluation approach is needed to analyse these effects. We propose four metrics to
capture information about the openings of sticky lips:
•
•
•
•

Number of Mouth Openings: The number of individual mouth openings.
Mouth Opening Area: The mouth opening area is the area contained within a mouth
opening contour.
Mouth Opening Width: The mouth opening width is computed as the difference between the
greatest and least x coordinates of pixels that lie within a mouth opening.
Mouth Opening Height: The mouth opening height is computed as the difference between the
greatest and least y coordinates of pixels that lie within a mouth opening.

The number of mouth openings is a metric designed to capture the subtle effects produced by
sticky lips—effects we believe add to the realism of mouth movement. The width and height of mouth
openings provides considerable information about the way the mouth is opening, particularly when
examined over time. These give direct information about how the shape of the mouth opening is
changing, while jumps in mouth width show exactly when two openings combine as stuck portions of
the lips come unstuck.
The movement of the human mouth also takes place over a range of time scales. As such, each of
the metrics considered are examined over time. This is particularly important for capturing potential
dynamic effects. A model may reach the same equilibrium position or move through identical key
frames as a real mouth, but might not capture the movements in between correctly. Additionally,
plosives and other such highly dynamic movements take place very quickly. Whilst they are difficult
to judge by eye, they cause dynamic effects in the lips which are important for realism. The metrics
profiles over time, and their derivatives, can give useful information about whether or not a synthetic
facial animation approach is similar to the behaviour of a real mouth.
To ensure consistency across face sizes, mouth widths, etc., the metrics are normalised against the
natural mouth width. This has been defined as the distance in pixels between the corners of the mouth
at rest. Each value recorded is divided by the natural mouth width. This allows comparison between
different videos.
The implementation uses a thresholding approach to identify the regions of the mouth which are
open. Various stages are required, which can be summarised as:
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Convert to greyscale
Blur
Threshold
Contour detection
Sorting/Region identification
Metric extraction

Figure 7 shows the process for a single mouth opening. The source image is first converted to
greyscale to simplify the thresholding process. This is done using the rec601 luma conversion [31].
Y = 0.299r + 0.587g + 0.114b

(4)

where Y is the greyscale value, r is the red channel value, g is the green channel value and b is the blue
channel value for a given pixel.
The greyscale image is blurred using a standard median blur to prevent small dark spots in
the image from being falsely identified as mouth openings. The specific kernel width used varies
depending on the width of the mouth in pixels, as the scale is important. A kernel width of 11 was
found to provide a good balance between retaining detail and removing false positives for a mouth
width of around 800 pixels, measured at rest from corner to corner horizontally.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Figure 7. (a) Source frame; (b) greyscale version; (c) greyscale image blurred with 11 px median filter;
(d) segmentation based on brightness threshold, where the mouth opening is identified by the white
pixels; and (e) contour of edge of segmented mouth opening overlaid on original source image.

The thresholding process aims to identify mouth opening regions. As the aim is classifying
pixels as mouth opening or not mouth opening, a binary threshold is used. The final stage of mouth
opening detection is to identify the contours which form the boundaries of each segmented region.
The contour detection is implemented using OpenCV’s findContours, which uses the method described
by Suzuki et al. [32].
The approach works well for synthetic mouths, as illustrated in Figure 8, which shows the
boundary detection process for a synthetic mouth with multiple openings. The image contains no
noise and is trivial to track, unlike a real mouth. For a real mouth, boundary detection can be less
accurate due to reflections from the inside of the mouth or the teeth or tongue appearing a similar
brightness to the lips.
The reflections from the tongue and teeth are sometimes picked up and falsely identified as the
lip area when the mouth opens. To resolve this, rather than just using the contour detected, the convex
hull of the contour is computed and can be used instead if there are reflection issues. While this does
not provide a perfect representation of the lip contour, it is typically very close as the inner lip contour
has very few concave features, forming smooth, rounded openings. The effect of using the convex hull
rather than the contour can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. The lips can be seen separating in some places, but still stuck in places where the stickiness is
higher. The analysis shows that two mouth openings are detected.

Figure 9. The convex hull of the contour provides a very good approximation of the correct lip contour.

Another issue is that small specular reflections inside the mouth can be falsely identified as
openings. This is resolved by blurring the image to remove small highlights and noise, and then only
keeping top level contours in the contour hierarchy. A further issue is that, in some lighting conditions
and mouth positions, the teeth are sufficiently bright and visible to be detected as part of the lips.
Only a partial solution to this problem has been developed. Figure 10a shows the mouth without the
teeth detection enabled. To solve this, the image is further converted to the HSV colour space, in which
white and black are easily distinguishable from other colours (Figure 10b). Further segmentation
detects the teeth (Figure 10c). This mask is then subtracted from the original greyscale image to darken
the teeth, leading them to be included in the mouth opening rather than the lip region (Figure 10d).
This process is not always reliable and could present an interesting area for future work. Liévin et
al.’s statistical approach to segment the mouth area, making use of red hue and motion, could be
considered [33].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 10. (a) Frame with no teeth detection; (b) source frame transformed to HSV colour space;
(c) segmentation based on saturation channel; and (d) updated frame with teeth detection.

For each video that is analysed, the user is initially asked to draw a box around the mouth region
in the video. The box should have its left and right edges aligned with the left and right corners of the
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mouth, respectively. This distance then functions as the normalisation width. All the measurements
are divided by this to ensure consistency across video resolutions and mouth sizes. This box is also
used to crop the video to the mouth area. (Figure 11). This is the only manual stage. Thereafter,
the process is automatic. The analysis process is then carried out for each frame of the video with each
metric being computed and the results stored. When all videos have been analysed, derivatives of the
opening width and area are computed by taking the differences between each frame. Graphs are then
generated using Matplotlib.

Figure 11. The mouth area selection box is aligned with the corners of the mouth. This selects the video
region for analysis and the width of the box is used to normalise the collected data.

5. Results and Discussion
To evaluate the effect the stickiness has on the finite element model, two different cases of lip
stickiness were examined. The first case was a single mouth opening with the lip “unzippering” from
the centre. Here, a real mouth, a physically-based lip model without stickiness and a physically-based
lip model with stickiness were compared. The second case was two mouth openings, with the saliva
causing the lips to be stuck near to the centre of the mouth. Here, a real mouth, the physically-based
lip model with uniform stickiness in which all saliva elements have the same moisture level, and the
physically-based lip model with variable stickiness in which a central element has increased stickiness
were compared. The aim was to show that our sticky lip model gave a closer match to the real lip
behaviour, with the emphasis on the timing of events such as lip separation. The first case demonstrated
the basic effect of including stickiness. The second case showed how the stickiness/moisture model
can be used to reproduce more advanced effects.
The real mouth videos were recorded using a Nikon D3300 camera, set to record at 60 fps.
The camera was mounted on a tripod to ensure a consistent location of the mouth within the footage
by minimising shaking. The participant was seated in front of the tripod in a well lit room at a distance
of roughly 1 m from the camera. The footage captured the lower half of the face, and featured the
participant performing a range of mouth movements. Prior to and at certain points throughout the
recording, the lips were licked, leading to varying levels of stickiness throughout the recordings.
Videos of the simulated mouths were recorded using OBS Studio screen recording software [34].
5.1. Detecting Mouth Openings
Various mouth openings were used to test the detection algorithm. Figure 12 shows three different
mouths (two male and one female) opening, making use of the convex hull solution to successfully
solve some of the problems discussed in Section 4. Figure 13a shows a more widely opened mouth.
In this case, although the tongue is very bright, it is contained within a darker contour. As we only
kept top level contours, the tongue caused no issue here and the lip contour was successfully detected.
Figure 13b shows the algorithm operating on an ideal frame, in which the mouth opening is very dark
in comparison with the lip region. For images such as these, the contour detection is very accurate.
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Figure 13c shows an example which combines the use of the convex hull and the teeth detection to
capture the inner lip contour well despite difficult lighting conditions and the presence of bright teeth
next to the lip. Figure 13d shows how the mouth opening can be correctly detected even for situations
where the tongue is protruding as when licking the lips. Traditional approaches would struggle to
correctly determine the inner lip contour here.

Figure 12. Three mouths forming the letter m, tracked in our analysis tool.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 13. (a) Inner lip contour is accurately detected despite the bright tongue; (b) inner lip contour
is very clearly defined as there is good contrast between the mouth opening and lips; (c) the tooth
detection and convex hull approach provide a good estimate of the inner lip contour; and (d) even
in traditionally challenging mouth positions such as the tongue protruding whilst licking the lips,
mouth openings are detected.

Figure 14 shows the detection process for a single mouth opening, comparing the real and
synthetic mouths. This shows the analysis for the frames in Figure 2. As the animation progresses,
the real and synthetic sticky mouths both gradually open over time, zippering from the centre with a
smoothly increasing mouth opening width. In the model without stickiness, the mouth immediately
opens across almost its full width. It is important to note that the FEM model without stickiness
could represent any current model that does not include stickiness, such as blendshape approaches.
In addition, the model of the synthetic mouth is not an exact match to the real mouth (see Section 3 for
discussion of this). It is the timing that is important, as discussed in the next section.
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Real Mouth

FEM (With Stickiness)

Figure 14. Analysis of an animation produced by: a finite element model without stickiness
(left column); a real mouth (middle column); and a finite element model with stickiness (right column).
Time progresses vertically down the page with a 0.12 s interval between each row.

Figure 15 shows the detection process for two mouth openings. This shows the analysis for the
frames in Figure 3. In these frames, the top row has a small single mouth opening. In the second row,
a central portion of the lip with higher stickiness causes a second mouth opening to form in the case of
the real mouth. The variable stickiness model (right hand column of Figure 15) recreates this effect,
whilst with uniform stickiness (left hand column of Figure 15) only a single mouth opening forms.
In the final row, the stuck saliva has broken and a single mouth opening is present.
FEM (Uniform Stickiness)

Real Mouth

FEM (Variable Stickiness)

Figure 15. Analysis of an animation produced by: a finite element model without stickiness
(left column); a real mouth (middle column); and a finite element model with stickiness (right column).
This example shows two mouth openings. Time progresses vertically down the page with a 0.12 s
interval between each row.

5.2. Opening over Time
For the synthetic mouth, the detection was very strong and accurate. Despite minor issues for the
real mouth due to the variable lighting of the inside of the mouth, the data collected were sufficient for
time-based analysis. To perform the comparison between the different models, the metrics collected by
the analysis tool were plotted over time. Figures 16 and 17 demonstrate some of the metrics tracked
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for a range of mouth movements across three people. Figure 16 shows three people pronouncing the
plosive letter “m” (as in the word “mum”). The graphs show similar profiles, but different opening
speeds are apparent, showing the individuality of each speaker. Figure 17 shows the same three
people saying the word “baby”. The two plosive pronunciations of “b” are clear, again showing the
similarities as well as the individuality of each speaker.
Speaker 1

Speaker 2

Speaker 3

Figure 16. Graphs showing the opening profiles for three different speakers producing an “m” sound.
The top row shows the area, the middle row shows opening width and the bottom row shows the
opening height.

Having demonstrated how the opening profiles are represented in the graphs for real mouth
behaviours, we then used the graphs to evaluate the effectiveness of the inclusion of stickiness in the
model. Figures 18–20 show various metrics as tracked over a typical mouth opening action, in which
only a single mouth opening forms (Figure 14). In these videos, the mouth was initially open and is
then closed and reopened twice. Figure 18 shows how the inclusion of stickiness matches the opening
width profile of the real mouth much better than a simulation without stickiness. The height and area
profiles tell a similar story in Figures 19 and 20. The gradual increase in opening width seen in the
sticky and real mouths represents the zippering effect as the mouth opens from the centre towards
the edges. The sudden rise in the opening width in the no stickiness graph demonstrates very clearly
that the behaviour is incorrect, as the lips separate along their entire length at once. This would be
difficult to spot with a ground truth difference measurement, as the displacement errors are very small,
despite the behaviour being incorrect. Quantitative measures can also be used to compare the data in
the graphs. For example, the L2 norm can be computed from the data used to generate the graphs.
For area, this gives a distance of 30.4 between the no stickiness mouth and the real mouth, and a
distance of 11.1 between the stickiness mouth and the real mouth. For the width profiles, the distance
between the no stickiness mouth and the real mouth is 1.3 and the distance between the stickiness
mouth and the real mouth is 0.5. These distances show a quantitative improvement in the behaviour
of the model when stickiness is included.
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Speaker 2

Speaker 3

Figure 17. Graphs showing the opening profiles for three different speakers speaking the word “baby”.
The top row shows the area, the middle row shows opening width and the bottom row shows the
opening height.

Figure 18. The model which includes stickiness matches the opening width profile of the real mouth
much better than without stickiness.
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Figure 21 shows graphs for Barrielle and Stoiber’s model [19], where the mouth opens twice.
The graph was generated from a portion of the video accompanying their paper [19]. These results
show similarities to our work. However, the stochastic behaviour in their model is also shown, as the
two profiles in each graph are not identical.

Figure 19. For a typical mouth opening action where only a single mouth opening forms, the inclusion
of stickiness matches the opening height profile of the real mouth much better than without stickiness.
The real mouth and sticky model both initially open slowly and then more quickly as time progresses.
The non-sticky model opens quickly initially and then tapers off.

Figure 20. Without the inclusion of stickiness the area in the initial opening stage grows linearly,
whereas with stickiness included the profile is curved, closely matching that of the real mouth.
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Figure 15 examines the metrics tracked over a mouth opening action in which multiple mouth
openings form. Double mouth opening simulations use increased stickiness on one of the central
elements. Figures 22–24 show the graphs that are produced from the analysis. A particularly sticky
section near the centre of the lip remains stuck momentarily as the lips are drawn apart. This causes
two mouth openings to be present temporarily until the stuck section breaks at around frame 45.
Following this, there is a single mouth opening present. The graphs track properties for the largest
mouth opening, so when the saliva breaks, jumps in the value of particular metrics are often noticeable.
This provides information about when the saliva is breaking apart and shows the effect of the split on
the behaviour of the mouth.

Figure 21. Graphs showing the effect of Barrielle and Stoiber’s sticky lip model [19] opening the
mouth twice.

Figure 22. The sharp jump in opening width at the 45 frame mark in the real and sticky simulations
is absent from the simulation without stickiness, as with no variable stickiness only a single mouth
opening forms. Aside from this distinct feature, the sticky simulation also matches the profile of the
real mouth more closely than the non-sticky simulation for the first portion of the videos.
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In Figure 22, the sharp jump in opening width at the 45 frame mark in the real and sticky
simulations is absent from the simulation without stickiness, as with no stickiness only a single mouth
opening forms. Aside from this distinct feature, the sticky simulation also matches the profile of the
real mouth more closely than the non-sticky simulation for the first portion of the videos. Both the real
and sticky profiles feature a fairly sharp initial rise in mouth opening (Figure 23), which then tapers off
until frame 45 when the saliva breaks. At this point, both the real and sticky profiles again feature a
sharp rise. The non-sticky simulation’s opening width rises much more smoothly. In Figure 24, there is
a sudden step up in the area when the saliva breaks in both the sticky and real simulations.

Figure 23. Both the real and sticky profiles feature a fairly sharp initial rise in mouth opening height,
which then tapers off until frame 45 when the saliva breaks. At this point, both the real and sticky
profiles again feature a sharp rise. The non-sticky simulation’s opening width rises much more
smoothly.

Figure 24. The area jumps when the saliva breaks in both the sticky and real simulations.
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Figures 25 and 26 show the area and opening width derivative graphs, respectively, for the
multiple mouth opening example. These graphs strongly identify points at which mouth openings
combine as the saliva breaks. Sharp spikes can be clearly seen in the real and sticky mouths around
frame 45, while this spike is absent in the non-sticky mouth model.

Figure 25. This graph shows the derivative of the area over time. The sharp spike in area can be very
clearly seen here in the real and sticky mouths, but is absent in the non-sticky mouth model.

Figure 26. This graph shows the derivative of the opening width over time. There is a sharp spike in
opening width at frame 45 for the real and sticky mouths (although the green line mostly obscures the
orange line), but this is absent in the non-sticky mouth model.

5.3. Discussion
The lip stickiness model is capable of producing traditionally hard to achieve effects, such as
alternating regions of the lips being stuck and unstuck, and realistic asymmetric mouth opening.
The parameters available in the sticky lips model can be varied to reproduce a wide range of stickiness
effects. The moisture model allows for natural changes of behaviour over longer periods of animation
and a method for controlling the effects. However, the evaporation behaviour could still be improved.
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The rate of evaporation of a fluid from a surface is given by the Herz–Knudsen equation:
α( pliq − peq )
1 dN
≡ϕ= q
A dt
2πmk B Tliq

(5)

where A is the surface area of the fluid, N is the number of gas molecules, ϕ is the flux of gas molecules,
α is a sticking coefficient for the gas molecules onto the surface, pliq is the pressure of the liquid during
evaporation, peq is the liquid pressure at which an equilibrium between evaporation and condensation
is reached, m is the mass of a liquid particle, k B is the Boltzmann constant and Tliq is the temperature
of the liquid.
Our model makes a series of assumptions surrounding these parameters, taking the pressures and
temperatures as constant, as well as time-averaging the air speed over the lips. This gives a constant
evaporation rate. For each element, an initial moisture level, 0 M, and a current moisture level at time t,
t M, are used. A moisture level of 0 represents a completely dry lip with a higher value representing
more moisture. Thus, it follows that the moisture level at time t is given by:
(
t

M=

0M − tϕ

0

if 0M > tϕ
otherwise

(6)

Further work is required to investigate the validity of these assumptions, which could improve
the moisture model and stickiness behaviour. The evaluation approach introduced in this paper could
help with understanding this behaviour.
The current finite element approach can deal with simple collisions of the lips, as resistive forces
are generated by compression of the saliva elements. However, a more rigorous model for collision
between the lips could be developed. This would include shearing as the lips slide over each other.
The teeth and tongue could then be added into the model and interactions with these could then
be included.
The evaluation approach has demonstrated that it is useful for identifying the dynamic behaviour
that accompanies the sticky lip effect. The graphs demonstrate the bursts of activity as multiple mouth
openings merge, as well as show the gradual change in area as the mouth opens. However, there is
room for improvement in the mouth opening detection process. As noted earlier, for a real mouth,
reflections from the tongue and teeth are sometimes picked up and falsely identified as the lip area.
This problem occurs when the mouth opens wider. Thus, it may be possible to use the more accurate
detection process for small mouth openings to help predict the correct shape as the mouth opens
further. Further work will also test the approach on a larger population of mouth motions.
6. Conclusions
The results of this paper show that the inclusion of a sticky-lip effect can improve the animation
of the human mouth. This is demonstrated using various measurements of lip behaviour, comparing
videos of a real mouth and computer generated animations created using the TLED FEM approach [1],
both with and without the inclusion of stickiness between the lips. Graphs are presented showing
the behaviours of real mouths and non-sticky and sticky synthetic mouths. The profiles of the graphs
support the conclusion that the inclusion of stickiness due to saliva improves the realism of the
animations and potentially gives insight that is not present when using traditional ground truth
distance evaluation methods. Our future work will extend the lip animation work to include more
mouth motion effects, as well as evaluating this behaviour on a larger population of mouth shapes
using the metrics we have presented. This could potentially help to reveal the subtleties in mouth
movement that are still missing in synthetic animated faces.
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